Dear Pilots and Team Captains.
This championship we will use Flytool Competition, the digital Safetybox to collect data from
Pilots, Team Captains and Organisers. It has been tested the last two years during several
competitions and now the time has come to use it for real.
The main focus is on safety items, but it can also be used to give feedback on
championships organisation so future events can learn from previous events. With this
information the IGC Steward Working Group and Safety Group can improve the quality and
safety of our competitions.
The advantage of this tool is that it is easy in use and the status of the remark can be
monitored by the one who submitted the remark. In short:
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The tool will lead you through a series of steps with simple questions.
Keep following this through until eventually it will ask you to write some details
about the incident or observation that you are reporting on.
You can write a lot or just a little.
Once you have provided the explanation please
SAVE your report which will enter the information onto the database.

Via this link you can read about Flytool
https://www.fai.org/news/announcing-flytool-digital-safetybox and
at the end you will find some video's how
1. to register
2. to do the 1st login and select your competition
Although it is not difficult, please watch these two animations so you do the right
steps and your registration will be succesful.
3. to submit an organisational remark or
4. to submit a safety related report.
5. to monitor a submitted remark or report.

Name of the competition is: " 20th European FAI- Gliding Competition, Prievidza"
If you have any questions, please sent them to frouwke.kuijpers@knvvl.nl
Thank you for your cooperation, on behalf of IGC, Steward Working Group, Safety Group
Terry Cubley and Frouwke Kuijpers

